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**Academic Affairs**

Alejandrino, Clark (25); replacement F22: Nicholas Marino
*Casserly, Elizabeth (23)
Hanson, Lindsey (25)
Landry, Timothy (23)
Koertner, Mareike (24)
Martinez, Luis (24)

**Academic Freedom**

Anselmi, Dina (25)
Bergren, Katherine (24)
Meléndez, Priscilla (25)
*Theurer, Kari (23)
Zannoni, Diane (23)

**Admissions and Financial Aid**

Chambers, Stefanie (23); replacement AY: Carol Clark
*Draper, Alison (25)
Holt, Laura (23)
*Jones, Tamsin (23)
Rutherford, Ethan (25)

**Appointments and Promotions**

Euraque, Dario (24)
Fleming, Robert (23)
*Mauro, David (23)
Myers, Garth (24); replacement S23: David Rosen
Raskin, Sarah (23)

**Appointments and Promotions Appeals Board**

Curran, Timothy (23)
Evelein, Johannes (24)
Woldu, Gail (25)

**Assessment Advisory Board**

*Huang, Kevin (23) (chair)
O’Donnell, Tennyson (24)
Román, Dan (23)
*Ruiz Sánchez, Gerardo (24) (co-chair)

**Athletic Advisory**

*Geiss, Christoph (23)
Pitt, Amber (24)
Ruiz Sánchez, Gerardo (25)

**Committee on Institutional Advancement**

Ahmed, Rasha (24)
Draper, Alison (23)
*Wheatley, Chloe (25)

**Curriculum Committee**

Berry, Ciaran (25)
Bilston, Sarah (23); replacement F22: Jean-Marc Kehrès; S23: Adi Katz
Byers, Clayton (24)
*Kovarik, Michelle (23)
Pappas, Rebecca (24); replacement AY: TBA
Shikaki, Ibrahim (25); replacement F22: Gerardo Ruiz Sánchez
Skardal, Sebastian (23); replacement F22: Lina Ma; S23: Martha Risser

**Educational Policy Committee**

Guardiola-Diaz, Hebe (23)
Landry, Timothy (25)
Matsuzaki, Reo (24)
*Ryan, Todd (25)
Triff, Kristin (24)

**Faculty Conference**

Anselmi, Dina (23)
Chakrabortti, Chandranil (24)
Hager, Christopher (23)
Kamola, Isaac (23)
Kippur, Sara (23)
Myers, Garth (24)
Syta, Ewa (24)
*Masino, Susan (23) [Faculty Secretary]

**Faculty Ombud**

Ewegen, Shane (24)
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Faculty Research
- Bazilio, Arianne (24)
- Castillo, Elise (24)
- Galm, Eric (F22)
- *Grubb, Michael (23)
- Hubert, Rosario (23); replacement AY: Hasan Cömert
- Risser, Martha (24); replacement F22: David Sterling Brown

Faculty Secretary
- Masino, Susan (23)

Financial Affairs
- Brindle, Cheyenne (24)
- *Evelein, Johannes (23)
- Hussain, Shafqat (24)
- Ma, Lina (25); replacement S23: Kevin McMahon
- O’Donnell, Tennyson (24)

Library & Information Technology Committee
- Galm, Eric (25)
- *Hager, Christopher (24)
- Laws, Serena (23)
- Syta, Ewa (24)

Jury Pool
- Aponte-Avilés, Aidali (24)
- Bergren, Katherine (24)
- Bilston, Sarah (23); replacement F22: Garth Myers; S23: Jean-Marc Kehrès
- Byers, Clayton (24)
- Dunlap, Kent (25)
- Falk, Glenn (24)
- Hanna, Kifah (25)
- Jones, Tamsin (23)
- King, Joshua (23)
- Papoulis, Irene (23)
- Pappas, Rebecca (23); replacement AY: Christopher Houlihan
- Paulin, Diana (23)
- Ruiz Sánchez, Gerardo (23)
- Shikaki, Ibrahim (24)
- Sullivan, Lynn (24); replacement F22: Barbara Karger
- Swist, Christopher (25)
- Walden, Barbara (24)
- Vogt, Erik (23); replacement S23: Laura Flores

Parliamentarian
- Silk, Mark (23)